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With no need for electrical or air 
connections, Sunnen’s PG-Series 
bore gages can be mounted directly 
to machining stations, making them 
immune to fluctuations in line volt-
age or air pressure. The unique fixtures 
enable a two-minute setup, eliminat-
ing the need for plug gages, mikes, Jo 
blocks, master rings or micrometers.

According to the company’s press 
release, the PG-Series bore gages 
remove complexity, skill and “feel” 
from the measurement process, allow-
ing machine operators to confirm part 
size with a visually intuitive analog 
scale. The speedometer-type scale pro-
vides readouts down to 0.000050" for 
inspection of machining operations or 
fast sampling of large vendor lots.

The gages are available for shops 
of all sizes and can be purchased out-
right or leased on a monthly basis 
directly from Sunnen. The lease pro-
gram includes maintenance and system 
updates. Models are available for gag-
ing IDs from 0.090" to 4.310". Metric 
models cover IDs from 2.0–109.47 
mm.

The PG-Series bore gages can 
examine the entire bore for diameter, 
taper, barrel, bell mouth, out-of-round 
and lobbing. A sliding faceplate with 
adjustable stops permits end-to-end 
examination of bores. Stops can be set 
to examine particular sections of the 
bore. 

Accuracy is not affected by tem-
perature, moisture, air pressure or 
vibration. The floating reed system 

PG-Series 
Bore Gages 

M O U N T  
D I R E C T L Y  
T O  M A C H I N E S

helps to eliminate friction and wear to 
maintain repeatability and linearity, 
no matter the gage’s age or amount 
of use. A PC-Series bore gage system 
comes standard with everything needed 
to measure any bore size in its range. 
Accessories are available for special 
requirements.

For more information:
Sunnen Products Company
7910 Manchester Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63143
Phone:  (314) 781-2110
Fax: (314) 781-2268
bdavis@sunnen.com
www.sunnen.com
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VMC 
Infi matic 
Control 

C O M P A T I B L E  
W I T H  
S T A N D A R D  
G  C O D E S  
A N D  P A R T  
P R O G R A M S

MAG Fadal recently announced its 
FX series will be available April 2008 
with the Infimatic Freedom NC2000, 
a digital control for metal-cutting 
machine tool applications. The control 
is compatible with standard G codes as 
well as part programs created for Fadal 
CNC controls.

According to the company’s press 
release, the operator pendant offers a 
full keyboard, integrated mouse and 
LED-ringed pushbuttons. VeriCode, 
the system’s color-coded editor, boasts 
real-time syntax and semantic verifica-
tion. It also has the ability to facilitate 
background editing during the machin-
ing process.

Special editions of both the VMC 
3016 FX and the VMC 4020 FX are 
being offered on a limited basis prior to 
the April 2008 release. These machines 
include a 10,000 rpm air/oil 40-taper include a 10,000 rpm air/oil 40-taper 
spindle, coolant thru-spindle feature, 
dual-arm tool changers with 24-tool 
capacity on the 4020 and 20-tool capac-
ity on the 3016. 

Both versions feature box-way con-
struction with integral flame-hardened 
ways complemented by Steinmeyer 
ETA+ dual-mounted ball screws. Rapid 
traverse is 1,000 inches per minute with 
a cutting feed rate up to 800 inches per 
minute.

For more information:
Fadal Machining Centers, LLC
20701 Plummer Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: (818) 407-1400
Fax: (818) 407-0020
www.fadal.com
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MC Machinery Systems, Inc. intro-
duces its new FA Advance Wire EDM 
series featuring an M700 series control. 
The Windows-based system with a 15" 
LCD screen provides a menu for easy 
navigation, according to the company’s 
press release.

The 3D CAD feature can now 
import Parasolid files, extract 3D 
model contours and create NC data 
directly within the control. 2D CAM 
helps import DXF and IGES files, 
revise geometry or define addition-
al paths. The series has the world’s 
first 3D-adaptive EDM control and 
onboard support is now standard on 
the machine. A cost/save mode reduces 
consumable and electrical costs, and 
a self-cleaning device feature helps 
reduce maintenance times. 

For more information:
MC Machinery Systems, Inc./
Mitsubishi EDM
1500 Michael Drive
Wood Dale, IL 60191
Phone: (630) 616-5920
www.mitsubishi-world.com

FA Advance Wire 
EDM Series
E X T R A C T S  D A T A  D I R E C T L Y  
W I T H I N  C O N T R O L
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Helix Wiper 
Geometries 

R E D U C E  
V I B R A T I O N S  
A N D  I N C R E A S E  
T O O L  L I F E

Seco Tools Inc. recently unveiled 
Helix wiper geometries for operations 
in high-feed machining of case hard-
ened steels where standard wipers can-
not be used. According to the compa-
ny’s press release, the Helix concept is 
designed to reduce vibrations, increase 
tool life and increase the number of 
parts produced per cutting edge. It has 
wipers on both sides of the corner radii 
that are standard, but the protection 
chamfer is twisted from negative to 
positive or positive to negative.

Seco’s wiper geometries enable the 
operator to obtain a smooth surface by 
lessening the effect of the workpiece 
feed pattern created during convention-
al turning. Helix wipers are available 
in brazed format CBN050C or a coated 
low-CBN grade. 

“Reduction in production time 
along with the near doubling of tool 
life equates directly to significant sav-
ings in total production costs,” says 
Henrik Sandqvist, Seco Tools Inc. 
product manager of advanced materi-
als. “The result is better than that of 
conventional case-hardened steel fin-
ishing where slower speeds and feeds 

are typical and additional grinding pro-
cesses are often required.”

For more information:
Seco Tools
11177 East Eight Mile Rd.
Warren, MI 48089

Phone: (586) 497-5000
Fax: (586) 497-5627
secotools.us@secotools.com
www.secotools.com
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Reliability begins 
with a cup of coffee.

olonial isn’t typical in the
BROACH INDUSTRY- our main
focus is to establish customer 
relationships that are a perfect fit
with our decades of service 
providing broaching systems 

to international companies looking for 
experience and reliability. 

The solutions we provide delivers the 
highest quality in the world at a reliable 
Lowest Cost Per Piece, GUARANTEED! 
An industry first. What do you take
in your coffee?

Relationships are built by taking the 
time to sit down with you,
and discovering what keeps 
you awake at night.

United States • Canada •  Mexico  •  1-866-611-5119 • info@colonialtool.com • www.colonialtool.com

EXPERIENCED • RELIABLE • INTERNATIONAL

C

Generic Half Island  2/6/08  9:27 AM  Page 1
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QUALITY

TECHNOLOGY

PRECISION MANUFACTURING

OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE

The quality and precision of our broaches and gears have won 
customers worldwide (and beyond!) – from the smallest gear-

shop to NASA and the Mars Rover. 

Precision manufacturing, modern equipment, advanced 
technology, and quality control, balanced with talented crafts-

manship, means you get nothing but the very best.

Guaranteed the most rigid shank cutters and the highest quality 
level disk cutters made.Products that perform. Why use Broach 

Masters/Universal Gear? Because your parts matter!

As a complete source for all your tooling and production needs. 
Broach Masters/Universal Gear will supply you with the highest 

quality products and services that you and your customers 
expect. Experience the difference!

P E R F O R M A N C E
Manufacturers of:
Broaches
Spline Broaches
Fine Pitch Gear BroachesFine Pitch Gear Broaches
Form Broaches
Serration
Bearings
Shaper Cutters
Disk Shapers
Shank Shapers
Hex and Square CuttersHex and Square Cutters
Special Form Cutters
Inspection
Master Gears
Go–No Go Gages
Posiloc Arbors
“Quick Spline” Software“Quick Spline” Software

Made in USA

1605 Industrial Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
Phone (530) 885-1939
Fax (530) 885-8157
                  Web: 
www.broachmasters.com

Call 530 885-1939 or visit
www.broachmasters.com

GearGearGearGearOut of ThisWorldGearOut of ThisWorldOut of ThisWorldGearOut of ThisWorld

Tooling

Digimar Height Gage 

PROVIDES SMOOTH MOVEMENTS 
FOR POSITIONING

The Digimar 817 CLM height mea-
suring instrument from Mahr Federal 
will be featured at WESTEC 2008 
from March 31–April 3. The gage 
offers three distinct ways to initiate 
measurement. Along with normal key-
pad initiation, the quick mode feature 
allows the cycle to be initiated by sim-
ply pushing the carriage in the direc-
tion of the object. Speed keys allow 
the operator to move the carriage to the 
desired position to start a measurement. 
Combined with the teach-in mode, 
these features can reduce inspection 
time for a miniseries consisting of only 
a few test pieces.      

According to the company’s press 
release, the gage offers an air bearing 
system facilitating smooth movement 
for positioning. It boasts an optical 
incremental measuring system with a 
double reader head that’s insensitive to 
dirt.  The probing system provides high 
repeatability, and a stainless steel guide 
column with precision ball bearings 
tracks the measuring head.

The Digimar 817 CLM can func-
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Tel. (516) 328-3300 | Fax (516) 326-8827 | www.sdp-si.com

Stock Drive Products/Sterling Instrument

Our experienced team of 
engineering and manufacturing 

experts are ready to work for you.

ISO 9001:2000 Registered
Sterling Instrument AS9100B Registered

Pecision & Commercial Quality

AGMA & DIN Specs.

Fine to Medium Pitch

Prototype & Production    
quantities available. 

Gear Types: Spur, Miter, Bevel, 
Worm & Worm Gear, Rack & 
Pinion, Helical & Internal.

Gearheads, Speed Reducers & 
Differentials

Inch & Metric

RoHS Compliant

In stock, modified or made to 
your specifications.

GEARS & GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

3D CAD | eSTORE
available at www.sdp-si.com

Standard Or Custom Parts
From A Single Source
68,000 Drive and Automation Components 

Ready-to-Deliver

FREE
Inch & Metric 

Catalogs 

tion in both 1D and optional 2D, 
including dynamic measurement func-
tions with analog display such as max, 
min and max/min. Data can be print-
ed via a USB-connected printer and 
saved on integrated USB memory or 
output using a RS232-interface. Mahr 
Federal’s MarCator 1081 digital indica-
tor and MarCator 1088 digital indicator 
will also be on display at WESTEC 
2008.

For more information:
Mahr Federal Inc.
1144 Eddy Street
Providence, RI 02905
Phone: (401) 784-3100
Fax: (401) 784-3246
information@mahr.com
www.mahr.com

ITW Rocol recently unveiled a new 
water-based tapping fluid with a cus-
tom blend of synthetic additives that 
provide cooling properties with the vis-
cosity of a straight oil. According to the 
company’s press release, SafeTap Plus 
gives higher viscosity and lubricity than 

SafeTap Plus 

PROVIDES SAFE AND 
CLEAN WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT
  

many oil-based products while also 
providing rust protection. This, in turn, 
creates a potentially safer and cleaner 
working environment for employees. 
The fluid contains no mineral oils or 
solvents and leaves no oily residue on 
work pieces. SafeTap Plus is available 

continued
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Rugged, Reliable, Repeatable
...For 75 Years!

•  Applicable to Spur 
 and Helical Gears!

•  Gage the Part 
 at the Machine!

Pitch
Diameter

Major
Diameter

Minor 
Diameter

Internal or External  Spline
Measurement Made Easy!

Still using micrometers 
and pins method?

Comtor Spline Gages make 
pitch diameter measurement 
quick, easy and accurate!

For all your gaging needs,
Comtorgage it! 

®

COMTOR SPLINE GAGES

Comtorgage Corporation
(Since 1928)

Ph: (401) 765-0900   Fax: (401) 765-2846
www.comtorgage.com

Analog Dial or 
Digital Readout
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in 4- or 16-ounce bottles as well as 1-, 
5- and 55-gallon containers.

For more information:
ITW Rocol North America
3624 West Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60026

Phone: (800) 452-5823
Fax: (800) 952-5823
egibbons@rocolnorthamerica.com
www.rocolnorthamerica.com

NovaTech, Inc. has introduced an 
LED light ring for laser and micro-
welding microscopes that provides illu-
mination without heat or fiber optic 
cables. According to the company’s 
press release, the universal ring light 
features 60 LEDs and includes a 110 
VAC power supply with variable 
brightness. The lamp’s color tempera-
ture is 6400K with a rated lamp life of 
17,000 hours. An adaptor that fits most 
Olympus SZ and Nikon SMZ fixed 
microscope heads is supplied.

LED 
Light 
Ring
ILLUMINATES 
WITHOUT HEAT 
OR FIBER OPTIC 
CABLES
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splineandgear.com

P.O. Box 340    |    Marine CitP.O. Box 340    |    Marine CitP y.O. Box 340    |    Marine City.O. Box 340    |    Marine Cit , Mi 4803y, Mi 4803y 9

P: [810] 765.8302  |  F: [810] 765.9595

valerief@splineandgear.cor.cor m
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                   <<< NEW MACHINING CAPABILITIES >>>

For more information:
NovaTech, Inc.
345 Farnum Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917-1205
Phone: (800) 442-6682
Fax: (401) 233-0098
Ralph@novatechinc.com
www.novatechinc.com
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alpha & 
Wittenstein 
INCREASE 
MEASUREMENT 
ACCURACY

New sensor technology from alpha 
& Wittenstein integrates torque and 
force sensors into the housing of servo 
gear reducers, enabling measurements 
to be more precise. The alphaIQ loads 
sensors to the gearbox, which allows 
all mechanical loads to be processed; 
this includes torques, shear forces, 
speed, thermal loads, wear and back-
lash.  Computer software comes with 
the product, so the variables can be 
displayed on a PC.

For more information:
alpha gear drives
1249 Humbracht Circle
Bartlett, IL 60103
info@alphagear.com
www.alphagear.com
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Immediate Opportunities in
Challenging Aerospace Careers.

Apache by 
Boeing,

transmissions 
by Timken

Purdy ® Systems.

INNOVATIVE, 
DYNAMIC, 
CREATIVE,
CHALLENGING.
JOIN US!

Timken® is a registered trademark of The Timken Company ©2008 The Timken Company    www.timken.com

Timken Aerospace Transmissions, LLC, 586 Hilliard Street, Manchester, CT 06045

®

Purdy® Systems

Timken Aerospace Transmissions, LLC, is a leader in manufacturing 
flight critical jet engine and rotor components 

including gears, gear boxes and transmissions for
OEMs and the United States Government. 

Aerospace Engineering opportunities offering stability, 
job satisfaction and growth are available 

in the following areas of expertise.

• Transmission Designers & Analysts 

• CAD Designers-CATIA v.5 / Unigraphics
Excellent benefit and relocation packages.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Take your career to a whole new level, contact us at
860.649.0000 Ext. 226 or e-Mail to finance@purdytransmissions.com

Other challenging career opportunities include:
• Gear Management - Aerospace Manufacturing • CNC Programming - 

Gear Box Housings, High Speed Machining, Unigraphics • Gear Machining -
Spiral Bevel and Parallel Axis  • ID/OD Grinding • Gear Metrology 

• Gear Box Assembly and Testing
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VAC-U-MAX 
Vacuum 
Cleaning 
System

EXTRACTS FLUID 
AND SOLIDS

Powered by compressed air, the 
VAC-U-MAX 55MW filters liquids 
and removes metal chips from coolant 
in order to increase coolant life and 

extend machine tool filtration systems.  
Operators determine where and when 
fluid comes out; as a result, according 
to the company’s press release, there is 
less exposure to bacteria and dermatitis 
that can result from emptying machine 
tool sumps, machining beds, oil/water 
separators, parts washers, rinse tanks 
and cleaning up liquid spills. The 
55MW is 26" wide, allowing the unit to 
be up close to machine tools, minimiz-
ing vacuum hose lengths. The hoses are 
designed to prevent accumulation of 
liquids and chips, and the cart base has 
slotted holes to avoid pooling of fluid.  

For more information:
VAC-U-MAX
37 Rutgers Street
Belleville,  NJ  07109
Phone: (800) 822-8629
info@vac-u-max.com 
www.vac-u-max.com

Bodine 
Motors
COMBINE 
CONTROL, MOTOR 
AND GEARHEAD

Bodine Electric Company expands 
the INTEGRAmotor product line to 
integrate electronic and mechanical 
motors into the same unit. Combining a 
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The Quick-Pitch Diaphragm PLD 
chucks from N.A. Woodworth include 
quick-change, precision top jaw tooling 
sets. The new product is designed for 
gear manufacturing, grinding and hard-
part processing where low- to medium-
volume runs are typical.

speed control, brushless DC motor and 
gearhead into one product lowers engi-
neering time and assembly costs while 
simplifying the wiring complexity and 
reducing panel space and the risks of 
electromagnetic interference, according 
to the company’s press release. 

The new INTEGRAmotor gearmo-
tors have a larger frame size that can 
be operated from a regulated 24V DC 
power supply, as well as an on-board 
PWM (pulse width modulation) con-
trol accepting inputs from an exter-
nal motion controller or programmable 
logic controller (PLC). The control also 
has amplifier enable, direction input 
and dynamic braking. Bodine devel-
oped the new line for office equipment, 
packaging machines, conveyor systems, 
medical equipment, printing machinery 
and factory automation applications. 

The company is responding to a 
growing industry demand for manufac-
turers to consolidate product designs 
and minimize the component parts. 
“Our experience with custom engi-
neered control and gearmotor solutions 
helped us a great deal when we looked 
at integrating motor and control ele-
ments into one enclosure. We already 
knew how to work within tight limits of 
power consumption and thermal perfor-
mance,” says Mike Marhoefer, manager 
of brushless DC technology and control 
development. 

For more information:
Bodine Electric Company
2500 West Bradley Place
Chicago, IL 60618
Phone: (773) 478-3515
Fax: (773) 478-3232
info@Bodine-Electric.com
www.bodine-electric.com

N.A. 
Woodworth’s 
Gear Chucks 
CHANGE QUICKLY continued
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Exclusive Sales Representatives
for North America
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The chucks offer 60-second chan-
geouts for part-to-part changeovers and 
can be used in applications with sun, 
ring, pinion and output gears with spur 
and helical gear tooth forms, according 
to the company’s press release. Four 
chuck units are available among three-
jaw versions with pitch diameter capac-

ities of 25–100 mm, 100-170 mm, 170–
245 mm, or six-jaw units with 245–350 
mm gear pitch diameter range. 

The Quick-Pitch Diaphragm chuck 
uses a locating wedge pin design, so 
every pin set in a jaw snaps into place, 
locating the individual pins’ locations 
relative to the master jaw set. Two 

clamp screws hold the jaw in place, 
allowing the chucks to be changed over 
without any adjustments. The operating 
system has a pull-back action to fixed 
stops, so workpiece position is more 
accurate and repeatable, and a centrifu-
gal force compensation feature sustains 
gripping force for safety and accuracy 
and negates the effects of running at 
higher machining speeds. The chucks 
are designed with weight-saving engi-
neering ideas to reduce any potential 
damage to machine tool and grinding 
system spindles and bearings. 

A sealed design is used in the 
Quick-Pitch Diaphragm chucks to pre-
vent contamination from harsh work 
environments where grinding sludge 
and coolants can be harmful. With the 
diaphragm component, the need for 
sliding parts that are easily polluted is 
eliminated. Both these features result in 
less maintenance for the chucks. Auto-
load options are available using syn-
chronizing pins available from N.A. 
Woodworth. 

For more information:
N.A. Woodworth
1391 Wheaton, Ste. 700
Troy, MI 48083
Phone: (800) 544-3823
Fax: (248) 743-4401
sales@itwworkholding.com




